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Liberty, Equality, Fraternity: Exploring the French Revolution
2001

the author asks you is this a story of the longest standing oppression in the history of humanity thy desire shall be
to thy husband and he shall rule over thee genesis 3 16 c 1600 bce the male is by nature superior and the female
inferior aristotle c 340 bce even the most undeserving case will win if there is no one to testify against it christine
de pizan 1405 ce have they not all violated the principle of equality of rights by quietly depriving half of mankind of
the right to participate in the formation of the laws nicolas de condorcet 1790 ce the adoption of this system of
inequality never was the result of deliberation or forethought or any social ideas or any notion whatever of what
conduced to the benefit of humanity or the good order of society j s mill 1869 ce all human beings are born free and
equal in dignity and rights declaration of human rights 1948 ce the format of the book is encyclopaedic each
chapter follows on from the previous one but also is an episode in its own right that our descendants by becoming
more learned may become more virtuous and happier and that we do not die without having merited being part of
the human race denis diderot 1750 ce

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
2001

economic inequality and abuse of power by the reigning government were two major factors in the outbreak of the
french revolution the french peasants anger about these issues was so great that they turned to extreme violence
killing anyone who voiced dissent with the revolutionary cause informative sidebars and primary sources are
presented alongside the engaging main text to help illustrate the danger of allowing social and economic disparity
to remain unaddressed by governing bodies a fact filled timeline highlights key events before during and after the
revolution

The Most Undeserving Case
2023-04-28

book includes selected images and documents from the accompanying cd rom prepared by the authors with the
support of the center for history and new media at george mason university and the american social history project
at city university of new york features of the cd rom include primary documents carefully chosen translated and
placed in their proper historical contexts by a team of historians songs maps and more than 300 images caricatures
portraits sculptures and photographs of artifacts of material culture many previously available only to specialists in
the field these hard to find images gathered from repositories in france and the united states comprise an
unparalleled and powerful visual record of the revolution

Character Counts
2010-12

anne josèphe a stage play brings to life the historic anne josèphe théroigne de méricourt a commonly overlooked
revolutionary who fought for liberty and equality for women during the french revolution bold and passionate about
effecting change anne josèphe dons men s clothes arms herself and trains french women as amazones she
encounters many key players in the french revolution such as abbé sieyès marquis de condorcet madame roland
claire lacombe and marat yet she also draws the attention of a vicious and chauvinistic press as blood spills
between rival factions over the governance and future of france anne josèphe finds her own freedom and mental
health slipping away anne josèphe is an epic tragedy written with an existential lens and includes an introduction to
existentialism to attune readers to this philosophy historical and dramatic reasoned and emotional this play
represents our past present and possibly our future if we don t face our existing struggles and overall spiritlessness
in our age for the free audiobook recording of introduction to existentialism follow the existential will podcast

The French Revolution
2016-12-15

a new vocabulary is increasingly gaining prominence in nigeria s political lexicon it is the nine letter word revolution
hardly can any political event hold in the country today without the word revolution sneaking into direct discourse
expectedly discussants always disagree on this vexatious political jargon that while some segments of outlook
would fall for it and actually want it bloody others prefer a moderated approach just as others caution against it in
entirety whether bloody or mild the reality is that one does not need a soothsayer or contemporary political
psychotherapist to recognize that god indeed has blessed nigeria to be a great nation with almost everything on
earth what then could be the malady militating against the structured development of this great nation with great
people under a sane ambiance the membership of nigeria in some major international organizations like the
premier united nations un and her organs the world bank international monetary fund imf et cetera the ecowas sub
region the africa union and the commonwealth of nations to mention but a few is that nigeria is very well positioned
to be a primus inter pares in world affairs unfortunately the state of affairs has not pointed in this direction
domestically the country is stagnate decayed and trapped in corruption and at present utterly different from the
nigeria we used to know as productive thriving nation with robust infrastructure that was well organized with a
vibrant economy the giant of africa that a short while ago celebrated her fiftieth year independence as a matter of
fact is a society now completely the reverse of the one symbolized by former patriotic heroes and nationalist
leaders the likes of the great zik of africa of blessed memory with his compatriots who deftly wrestled
independence from british colonialism giant in the sun echoes of looming revolution evokes the mêlée of a people
as portrayed by a multitalented author encapsulating his qualms for a great country that may never be as
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revolution looms in nigeria do not touch her please do not ruin her nigeria our beloved country

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
2001

karl marx Émile durkheim and max weber are indispensable for understanding the sociological enterprise they are
among the chief founders of the discipline and among the foremost theorists of modernity and their work can
stimulate readers to reflect on their own identities and worldviews classical social theory and modern society
introduces students to these three thinkers and shows their continued relevance today the first chapter sets the
stage by situating the work of marx durkheim and weber in the context of three modernizing revolutions the
enlightenment the french revolution of 1789 and the industrial revolution three overview chapters follow that
summarize the key ideas of each thinker focusing on their contributions to the development of sociology and their
conceptions of modern society the last portion of the book explores the thinking of marx durkheim and weber on
four themes the pathologies of modern society the predicament of the modern individual the state and democracy
and socialism versus capitalism these thematic chapters place marx durkheim and weber in dialogue with one
another offering students the opportunity to wrestle with conflicting ideas on issues that are still significant today
classical sociology is essential to the teaching of sociology and also an invaluable tool in the education of citizens

Anne-Josèphe
2021-05-27

by giving rise to new ideologies that in time transformed the political structure of much of the world the american
and french revolutions stand as two of the most important political events in global history the american
establishment of a republican government and the gradual expansion of democracy that ensued altered traditional
political and social thought thus shaping the later french revolution and creating the core ethic of later american
political values the enlightenment ideals of the french revolution as later spread by the armies of napoleon
dissolved most traditional european notions of political authority this encyclopedia offers current detailed
information on the people events movements and ideas that defined the revolutions in france and america as well
as in other parts of the world during the late eighteenth century age of revolutions besides numerous entries on
various countries of europe whose histories were affected by the french revolution such as austria belgium germany
poland and russia the many entries covering the people events groups and ideologies of revolutionary and
napoleonic france include the following civil constitution of the clergy georges jacques danton the directory
guillotine josephine empress of france law of suspects the mountain prairial insurrection tennis court oath white
terror besides various entries covering american colonies states such as maryland new jersey north carolina and
virginia the numerous entries covering the figures events and ideologies of the american revolution and early
federal period of the united states include the following abigail adams boston massacre constitutional convention
william franklin lexington and concord actions at loyalists massachusetts government act edmund randolph signers
of the declaration of independence finally the encyclopedia offers various entries covering important revolutionary
figures and movements that were active in other parts of the world during the period 1760 1815 including the
following simon bolivar dutch revolutions haitian revolution hispaniola latin american revolutions mexican revolution
pugachev rebellion toussaint l ouverture besides over 450 clearly written and highly informative entries the
encyclopedia also includes primary documents a chronology an extensive introductory essay a bibliography a guide
to related topics and a series of useful maps

Giant in the Sun
2012-08-28

in this compelling volume tyler stovall takes a transnational approach to the history of modern france and by doing
so draws the reader into a key aspect of france s political culture universalism beginning with the french revolution
and its aftermath stovall traces the definitive establishment of universal manhood suffrage and the abolition of
slavery in 1848 following this critical time in france s history stovall then explores the growth of urban and industrial
society the beginnings of mass immigration and the creation of a new republican empire this time period gives way
to the history of the two world wars the rise of political movements like communism and fascism and new directions
in popular culture the text concludes with the history of france during the fourth and fifth republics concentrating on
decolonization and the rise of postcolonial society and culture throughout these major historical events stovall
examines france s relations with three other areas of the world europe the united states and france s colonial
empire which includes a wealth of recent historical studies by exploring these three areas and their political social
and cultural relations with france the text will provide new insights into both the nature of french identity and the
making of the modern world in general

Classical Social Theory and Modern Society
2015-01-22

history historiography from ancient to modern world is entitled to serve as a bundle of various research articles and
research papers the book concentrates mainly on the topics which we think will be valuable to apprehend the
various research areas deeply and more profoundly this book also includes such topics that are mainly related to
our glorious history and the development of our ideas about the past the present volume is the first in highlighting
articles and essays written by young scholars these young scholars are more way than a historian they have written
on the topics with respect to the fields of specialization really agreed and sent in their contributions this collection
precisely focuses precisely on indian and european history although there is a vast literature available on the
subject the need to put forth the mindset of young historians has been long felt nevertheless it incorporates a wide
range of fascinating information which will to a greater extend appeal to the general reader as well
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Encyclopedia of the Age of Political Revolutions and New Ideologies,
1760-1815 [2 volumes]
2007-09-30

unprecedented demands have recently arrived at the doorstep of courts and parliaments the world over nonhuman
animals should receive some of the rights that have so far been reserved to human beings this development has
raised fundamental questions about the nature of legal rights and who should have them more equal than others
humans and the rights of other animals provides a sustained analysis of the fundamental rights of human and
nonhuman animals to explore the issue of whether conferring fundamental legal rights to animals would undermine
the equal status and rights of humans raffael n fasel proposes an unorthodox but practical solution to this issue the
species membership approach sma according to the sma legal rights and similar entitlements should be granted to
animals based on the species to which they belong not their individual capacities by pioneering an approach that
focuses on species membership rather than individual capacities the author demonstrates how fundamental legal
rights can be extended to nonhuman animals without threatening the status and equal rights of humans this book
examines the antithetical nature of the human rights and animal rights conceptions that have so far dominated the
debate and demonstrates how a middle ground can be reached between these opposing conceptions informed by
the forgotten history of animal and human rights in the french enlightenment more equal than others radically
reimagines the spectrum of fundamental rights conceptions

Transnational France
2018-04-20

scholars commonly take the declaration of the rights of man and citizen of 1789 written during the french revolution
as the starting point for the modern conception of human rights according to the declaration the rights of man are
held to be universal at all times and all places but as recent crises around migrants and refugees have made
obvious this idea sacred as it might be among human rights advocates is exhausted it s long past time to
reconsider the principles on which western economic and political norms rest this book advocates for a tradition of
political universality as an alternative to the juridical universalism of the declaration insurgent universality isn t
based on the idea that we all share some common humanity but rather on the democratic excess by which people
disrupt and reject an existing political and economic order going beyond the constitutional armor of the
representative state it brings into play a plurality of powers to which citizens have access not through the funnel of
national citizenship but in daily political practice we can look to recent history to see various experiments in
cooperative and insurgent democracy the indignados in spain the arab spring occupy the zapatistas in mexico and
going further back the paris commune the 1917 peasant revolts during the russian revolution and the haitian
revolution this book argues that these movements belong to the common legacy of insurgent universality which is
characterized by alternative trajectories of modernity that have been repressed hindered and forgotten
massimiliano tomba examines these events to show what they could have been and what they can still be as such
he explores how their common legacy can be reactivated insurgent universality analyzes the manifestos and
declarations that came out of these experiments considering them as collective works of an alternative canon of
political theory that challenges the great names of the western pantheon of political thought and builds bridges
between european and non european political and social experiments

History and Historiography
2018-09-17

highlighting the key events ideas and individuals that shaped modern europe this lively book provides a concise
history of the continent from the enlightenment to the present day drawing on the enduring theme of revolution
david s mason explores the political economic and scientific causes and consequences of revolution the
development of human rights and democracy and issues of european identity and integration he deliberately avoids
a detailed chronology of every country and time period instead emphasizing the most crucial events in shaping
contemporary europe fourteen focused chapters address such topical issues as the enlightenment the french
revolution and napoleon the industrial revolution the theories and impact of marx and darwin the revolutions of
1848 1917 and 1989 the unifications of germany and italy european imperialism the two world wars the cold war
the evolution and expansion of the european union and current issues confronting europe any reader who wants to
view the broad sweep of european history will find this book an engaging narrative supplemented with maps
timelines sidebars photos and a glossary

More Equal Than Others
2024-02-21

save yourself and your students hours of research time now extensively revised and expanded the history highway
is widely recognized as the one essential tool for students teachers and researchers seeking a reliable guide to
history sites on the web the history highway offers the broadest most current coverage of the astonishing amount
of historical information available on the internet provides detailed easy to use and up to date information on more
than 3000 web sites covers u s and world history and all sub fields features ten new chapters with coverage of
futurism environmental history immigration history and mediterranean and middle eastern history all sites have
been thoroughly checked by specialists in the relevant field of history the best sites in each field are clearly
identified hard cover and paperback editions include a cd of the entire contents with live links to sites and e book
version with live links to sites is in preparation
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Insurgent Universality
2019-05-16

cd rom contains multimedia that provides unique approach to various disciplines in the social sciences and
humanities links to related resources

A Concise History of Modern Europe
2022-06-29

in these visionary essays roy rosenzweig charts the impact of new media on teaching researching preserving
presenting and understanding history negotiating between the cyberenthusiasts who champion technological
breakthroughs and the digitalskeptics who fear the end of traditional humanistic scholarship rosenzweig re
envisions academic historians practices and professional rites while analyzing and advocating for amateur
historians achievements while he addresses the perils of doing history online rosenzweig eloquently identifies the
promises of digital work detailing innovative strategies for powerful searches in primary and secondary sources the
increased opportunities for dialogue and debate and most of all the unprecedented access afforded by the internet
rosenzweig draws attention to the opening up of the historical record to new voices the availability of documents
and narratives to new audiences and the attractions of digital technologies for new and diverse practitioners though
he celebrates digital history s democratizing influences rosenzweig also argues that we can only ensure the future
of the past in this digital age by actively resisting the efforts of corporations to put up gates and profit from the

The History Highway
2016-12-05

this comprehensive authoritative book traces the turbulent history of france from the 1774 accession of louis xvi
through revolution terror and counter revolution to the final triumph of napoleon in 1802 this third edition
incorporates the results of twenty first century research and offers an up to date guide to further reading

Computing in the Social Sciences and Humanities
2002

teaching life writing theory methodology and practice combines research in life writing and pedagogy to examine
the role of life stories in diverse learning contexts disciplines and global settings while life stories are increasingly
integrated into curricula their incorporation raises the risk of reducing them to mere historical evidence recognizing
the importance of teaching life stories in a manner that goes beyond a surface understanding life writing scholars
have been consistently exploring innovative pedagogical practices to engage with these stories in ways that
encourage dynamic and nuanced conversations about identity agency authenticity memory and truth as well as the
potential of these narratives to instigate social change this book assembles contributions from a diverse group of
international educators weaving together life writing research critical reflection and concrete pedagogical strategies
the chapters are organized around three overarching conversations the materials practices and mediations involved
in teaching life writing within the context of contemporary social change the unique perspectives presented in this
collection provide educators with valuable insights into effectively incorporating life stories into their teaching
practices featuring works by over a dozen educators the volume interlaces life writing research critical reflection
and tangible pedagogical practices the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of a b auto
biography studies

Clio Wired
2011-01-05

in this sequel to his prize winning book the eyes of the people jeffrey edward green draws on philosophy history
social science and literature to ask what democracy can mean in a world where it is understood that socioeconomic
status to some degree will always determine opportunities for civic engagement and career advancement under
this shadow of unfairness green argues that the most advantaged class are rightly subjected to compulsory public
burdens and just as provocatively he urges ordinary citizens living in polities permanently darkened by plutocracy
to acknowledge their second class status and the uncomfortable civic ethics that come with it specifically an ethics
whereby the pursuit of egalitarianism is informed at least in part by indignation envy uncivil modes of discourse and
even the occasional suspension of political care deeply engaged in the history of political thought the shadow of
unfairness is still first and foremost an effort to illuminate present day politics with the plebeians of ancient rome as
his muse green develops a plebeian conception of contemporary liberal democracy at once disenchanted yet
idealistic in its insistence that the few many distinction might be enlisted for progressive purpose green s analysis is
likely to unsettle all sides of the political spectrum but its focus looks beyond narrow partisan concerns and aims
instead to understand what the ongoing quest for free and equal citizenship might require once it is accepted that
our political and educational systems will always be tainted by socioeconomic inequality

The Oxford History of the French Revolution
2018

we are in the midst of yet another global crisis in capitalism in the uk we have the most right wing and ideologically
driven government since thatcher a ruthless cabal of millionaires intent on destroying the welfare state in the us
president obama whose initial record did not live up to the expectations of many on the left is increasingly driven
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by right wing republicanism and other corporate interests at the same time there are developments in latin america
in particular venezuela which are heralding the dawn of a new politics and recovering the voice of marx but with a
twenty first century socialist focus thus giving hope to the lives of millions of working people throughout the world
this is why the world media is intent on discrediting president hugo chávez and insisting that ordinary people have
to pay the cost of the crisis in capitalism the arab spring and the occupy movement also show signs of an anti
capitalist movement in embryo in greece perhaps more than anywhere else in europe even france the austerity
stricken working classes are pushing for real existing socialism it is therefore not surprising that the ruling class of
greece is increasingly supporting the neo nazi fascist golden dawn party threatening civil war should they lose
power as a class now is a prescient time to bring twenty first century socialism to the educational institutions of the
world to teach marx across the curriculum and across the globe through this volume our goal was to contribute to
the literature by concretely demonstrating the practical implications of marx s theory to curriculum however while
this book provides concrete examples of how marx can and has informed a revolutionary critical education it is not
intended to be prescriptive that is the chapters should not be read as a how to guide but they should be taken as
inspiration for new creative approaches to teaching marx and interpreting and posing the socialist challenge

Teaching Life Writing
2024-07-05

an emphasis on global structures and forces tends to privilege elites and their accomplishments especially in the
grand narratives of student textbooks this book is an antidote to such studies and places ordinary people and
subordinated subjects at the heart of its analysis arguing that disruption and dissent are overlooked agents of
historical change the contributors range from leaders in the field to rising stars and cover themes including religious
conversions political revolutions labor struggles body politics each chapter takes a global view of the topic at hand
creating an accessible study of its subject from 1750 to the present day world histories from below has the potential
to refocus our entire approach to teaching world history

The Shadow of Unfairness
2016-06-01

exploring enlightenment attitudes toward things and their relation to human subjects this collection offers a
geographically wide ranging perspective on what the eighteenth century looked like beyond british or british
colonial borders to highlight trends fashions and cultural imports of truly global significance the contributors draw
their case studies from western europe russia africa latin america and oceania this survey underscores the
multifarious ways in which new theoretical approaches such as thing theory or material and visual culture studies
revise our understanding of the people and objects that inhabit the phenomenological spaces of the eighteenth
century rather than focusing on a particular geographical area or on the global as a juxtaposition of regions with a
distinctive cultural footprint this collection draws attention to the unforeseen relational maps drawn by things in
their global peregrinations celebrating the logic of serendipity that transforms the object into some thing else when
it is placed in a new locale

Teaching Marx
2013-05-01

dress and fashion are powerful visual means of communicating ideology whether political social or religious from
the communist values of equality simplicity and solidarity exemplified in the mao suit to the myriad of fashion
protests of feminists such as french revolutionary women s demand to wear trousers dress can symbolize
ideological orthodoxy as well as revolt with contributions from a wide range of international scholars this book
presents the first scholarly analysis of dress and ideology through accessible case studies chapters are organized
thematically and explore dress in relation to topics including nation identity religion politics and utopias across an
impressive chronological reach from antiquity to the present day dress ideology will appeal to students and scholars
of fashion history sociology cultural studies politics and gender studies

Humanities
2000

the turn of the twentieth century represented a crossroads in the french experience of modernization especially in
regard to ideas about gender and sexuality drawing together prominent scholars in french gender history this
volume explores how historians have come to view this period in light of new theoretical developments since the
1980s

World Histories From Below
2016-09-08

on december 10 1869 governor john campbell of the wyoming territory signed the women s suffrage bill into law for
the first time women had the right to vote although this was limited to women in the wyoming territory through
accessible yet engaging text enhanced by appealing images and fascinating sidebars students will learn the
struggles and triumphs of the social activists that changed the face of voting they ll meet the woman behind the
wyoming law esther morris she rose from a bleak childhood in an orphanage to become one of the most important
people in the women s suffrage movement they ll also meet suffrage activists including elizabeth cady stanton
susan b anthony and lucy stone and examine how their legacy continues to impact women s lives today
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Eighteenth-Century Thing Theory in a Global Context
2016-04-29

throughout history the right to vote has been extended to landowning men the poor minorities women and young
adults in each case the meaning of democracy itself has been transformed the one major group still denied suffrage
is the third of humanity who are under 18 years of age however children are becoming increasingly active in
political movements for climate regulation labor rights gun control transexual identity and racial justice and these
have led to a growing global movement to eliminate minimum ages of enfranchisement this book argues that it is
time to give children the vote using political theory and drawing on childhood studies it shows why suffrage cannot
legitimately be limited according to age as well as why truly universal voting is beneficial to all and can help save
today s crumbling democratic norms it carefully responds to a wide range of objections concerning competence
knowledge adult rights power relations harms to children and much more and it develops a detailed childist theory
of voting based on holding elected representatives maximally responsive to the people s different lived experiences
the book also introduces the concept of proxy claim voting wherein parents or guardians exercise proxy votes for
non competent persons both child and adult until whatever time those persons wish to claim or reclaim the exercise
of their vote for themselves ultimately the book maps out a new vision of democratic voting that by equally
empowering children is at last genuinely democratic

Dress and Ideology
2014-12-18

human dignity is one of the most challenging and exciting ideas for lawyers and political philosophers in the twenty
first century even though it is rapidly emerging as a core concept across legal systems and is the first foundational
value of the european union and its overarching human rights commitment under the lisbon treaty human dignity is
still little understood and often mistrusted based on extensive comparative and cross disciplinary research this path
breaking monograph provides an innovative and critical investigation of human dignity s origins development and
above all its potential at the heart of european constitutionalism today grounding its analysis in the connections
among human dignity human rights constitutional law and democracy this book argues that human dignity s varied
and increasing uses point to a deep transformation of european constitutionalism at its heart are the construction
and protection of constitutional time and the multi dimensional definition of humanity as human beings citizens and
workers anchored in a detailed comparative study of case law including the two european supranational courts and
domestic constitutional courts especially those of germany the uk france and hungary this monograph argues for a
new understanding of european constitutionalism as a form of humanism

Confronting Modernity in Fin-de-Siècle France
2009-11-27

the best history of free speech ever written and the best defense of free speech ever made p j o rourke hailed as
the first freedom free speech is the bedrock of democracy but it is a challenging principle subject to erosion in
times of upheaval today in democracies and authoritarian states around the world it is on the retreat in free speech
jacob mchangama traces the riveting legal political and cultural history of this idea through captivating stories of
free speech s many defenders from the ancient athenian orator demosthenes and the ninth century freethinker al
rāzī to the anti lynching crusader ida b wells and modern day digital activists mchangama reveals how the free
exchange of ideas underlies all intellectual achievement and has enabled the advancement of both freedom and
equality worldwide yet the desire to restrict speech too is a constant and he explores how even its champions can
be led down this path when the rise of new and contrarian voices challenge power and privilege of all stripes
meticulously researched and deeply humane free speech demonstrates how much we have gained from this
principle and how much we stand to lose without it

Votes for Women!
2020-07-15

unleash your wanderlust and embark on the adventure of a lifetime with explore the world in an era of global
interconnectedness travel is not just about moving from place to place it s a profound journey of self discovery
cultural immersion and awe inspiring exploration this comprehensive guide is your trusted companion whether you
re a seasoned traveler or new to international adventures dive into rich histories vibrant cultures and breathtaking
landscapes as you navigate the world s diverse tapestry of nearly 200 countries from iconic destinations to hidden
gems explore the world offers a captivating overview of each nation providing you with a valuable starting point for
your travel dreams discover places you may have never heard of before each with unique and intriguing features
such as adorras tax free status enticing you to explore the world s hidden treasures but we don t stop at inspiration
your safety is paramount to us explore the world empowers you with vital safety insights for every country enabling
you to make informed choices and embark on your journey worry free so pack your bags open your heart and set
forth on a remarkable odyssey of discovery and adventure bon voyage

Give Children the Vote
2021-10-21

along with the rapid expansion of the market economy and industrial production methods such innovations as
photography lithography and steam printing created a pictorial revolution in nineteenth century society the
proliferation of visual prints ephemera spectacles and technologies transformed public values and perceptions and
its legacy was as significant as the print revolution that preceded it consuming identities explores the significance
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of the pictorial revolution in one of its vanguard cities san francisco the revolving door of the gold rush in their
correspondence diaries portraits and reminiscences thousands of migrants to the city by the bay demonstrated that
visual media constituted a central means by which people navigated the bewildering host of changes taking hold
around them in the second half of the nineteenth century from the spread of capitalism and class formation to
immigration and urbanization images themselves were inextricably associated with these world changing forces
they were commodities but as representations of people they also possessed special cultural qualities that gave
them new meaning and significance visual media transcended traditional boundaries of language and culture that
divided diverse groups within the same urban space from the 1848 conquest of california and the gold discovery to
the disastrous earthquake and fire of 1906 san francisco anticipated broader cultural transformations in the
commodification implementation and popularity of images for the city s inhabitants and sojourners an array of
imagery came to mediate intersect with and even constitute social interaction in a world where virtual reality was
becoming normative

The Age of Dignity
2016-02-11

a companion to the french revolution comprises twenty nine newly written essays reassessing the origins
development and impact of this great turning point in modern history examines the origins development and
impact of the french revolution features original contributions from leading historians including six essays
translated from french presents a wide ranging overview of current historical debates on the revolution and future
directions in scholarship gives equally thorough treatment to both causes and outcomes of the french revolution

Free Speech
2022-02-08

the tulip age a concept that described the beginning of the ottoman empire s westward inclination in the eighteenth
century was an idea proposed by ottoman historian ahmed refik in 1912 in the first reassessment of the origins of
this concept can erimtan argues the tulip age was an important template for various political and ideological
concerns of early twentieth century turkish governments the concept is most reflective of the 1930s republican
leadership s attempt to disengage turkey s population from its islamic culture and past stressing the virtues of
progress modernity and secularism it was only the death of ataturk in 1938 that precipitated a hesitant revival of
islam in turkey s public life and a state sponsored re invigoration of research into turkey s ottoman past in this
exciting reassessment erimtan shows us that the trope of the tulip age corresponds more to turkish society s desire
to re orientate itself to the occident throughout the twentieth century rather than to early eighteenth century
ottoman realities

思想
2005

the european world 1500 1800 provides a concise and authoritative textbook for the centuries between the
renaissance and the french revolution it presents early modern europe not as a mere transitional phase but a
dynamic period worth studying in its own right written by an experienced team of specialists and derived from a
perennially successful undergraduate course it offers a student friendly introduction to all major themes and
processes of early modern history structured in four parts dealing with socio economic religious cultural and
political issues it adopts a deliberately broad geographical perspective western and central europe receive
particular attention but dedicated chapters also explore the wider global context for this thoroughly revised and
improved second edition the authors have added three new chapters on politics and government impact of war and
revolution specially designed to assist learning the european world 1500 1800 features state of the art surveys of
key topics written by an international team of historians suggestions for seminar discussion and further reading
extracts from primary sources and generous illustrations including maps a glossary of key terms and concepts a
chronology of major events a full index of persons places and subjects a fully featured companion website
enhanced for this new edition the european world 1500 1800 will be essential reading for all students embarking on
the discovery of the early modern period

講座小泉八雲
2009

people have always lived in families but what that means has varied dramatically across time and cultures the
family is not a natural phenomenon but an institution with a dynamic history stretching 10 000 years into the past
mary jo maynes and ann waltner tell the story of this fundamental unit from the beginnings of domestication and
human settlement they consider the codification of rules governing marriage in societies around the ancient world
the changing conceptions of family wrought by the heightened pace of colonialism and globalization in the modern
world and how state policies shape families today the authors illustrate ways in which differences in gender and
generation have affected family relations over the millennia cooperation between family members by birth or
marriage has driven expansions of power and fusions of culture in times and places as different as ancient
mesopotamia where kings daughters became priestesses who mediated among the various cultures and religions of
their fathers kingdom and sixteenth century mexico in which alliances between spanish men and indigenous
women variously allowed for consolidation of colonial power or empowered resistance to colonial rule but family
discord has also driven and been driven by historical events such as china s 1919 may fourth movement in which
young people seeking an end to patriarchal authority were key participants maynes s and waltner s view of the
family as a force of history brings to light processes of human development and patterns of social life and allows for
new insights into the human past and present
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